
 

 
SAL Taxonomy for English Adjectives 

 

ADJECTIVES
AJ     

Pre-Clausal/Pre-Verbal

Pure Logical (it) Mixed Logical (it/he) Non-Logical (he)

PC

PCit PCithe PChe

'to - that' 
necessary type 

'that' (only) 
clear type 

'to - that' 
certain type

'to - that' 
good type

'to - that' 
happy type

'that' (only) 
aware type

PCnecessary PCclear PCcertain PCgood PChappy PCaware

necessary 
absurd 
feasible

clear 
ironic 
vital

certain 
fortunate 
unlikely

good 
odd 
smart

happy 
afraid 
grateful

aware 
adamant 
cognizant

It is ADJ that/to It is ADJ that It/NP is ADJ 
that/to

NP is ADJ 
that/to

NP is ADJ thatIt/NP is ADJ 
that/to

 
Fig. 19.  Pre-Clausal/Pre-Verbal Adjectives.   The organization of adjectives into the semantico-
syntactic supersets and sets shown in Figs. 19-22 has been dictated by the syntactic implications 
associated with each such grouping.  If an adjective can belong to more than one such grouping, it 
is assigned to the more complex of the groups. 
 
 

ADJECTIVES
AJ     

Pre-Verbal

Pure Logical  
'It - to verb'

PV

PVit PVithe PVhe
Mixed Logical  
'It/he - to verb'

Non-Logical  
'he - to verb'

valid type akin type

easy type

wise type eager type

first type

busy type

valid 
beneficial 
impractical

akin 
conducive 
tantamount

wise 
bold 
humane

eager 
eligible 
reluctant

busy 
diligent 
resolute

easy 
dangerous 
difficult

first 
next 
last

PVvalid PVakin PVwise

PVeasy

PVeager PVbusy

PVfirst
It is ADJ to VP /  

for V'ing  
It is ADJ for NP to V  

NP is ADJ V'ing / 
at/of/in/to V'ing / 

 to VP / 
NP is ADJ at/in PN  

NP is ADJ to VP / 
V'ing  / in V'ing

NP is ADJ to VP / 
for V'ing 

It is ADJ to VP 
NP is ADJ for X

It is ADJ to VP 
NP is ADJ to VP 

It is ADJ for NP to VP It is ADJ (of/for NP) to VP 
NP is ADJ to VP 

ADJ V'ing / in V'ing

It is ADJ to V'ing  
NP is ADJ to V'ing 

It is ADJ to NP to VP

 
Fig. 20.  Pre-Verbal Adjectives.  The distinctions here enable resolution of Chomsky’s classic John 
is easy to please versus John is eager to please:  pleasing John is easy  versus *pleasing John is 
eager. Chiefly, however, these adjectival sets enable analysis to distinguish when the verb particle 
to has and does not have the sense of in order to.    

 



 

ADJECTIVES

Adverbial
AV

state/manner time/order locative quantity/measure degree/intensity

preposition-governing
AVxxx

AVstate AVtime AVloc AVquan AVdegree

glamorous 
helpless 
silent 
leisurely

former 
primary

inner 
marginal 
regional 
backward

minimal 
prolific 
scarce

real 
utter  
genuine

submersible (in)  =   AVin 
suitable (for)  =  AVfor 
remote (from)  =  AVfrom 
suspicious (of) = AVof 
obdurate (about)  = AVabout 
adjacent (to)  = AVto 
consistent (with)  =  AVwith

 
Fig. 21  Adverbial Adjectives.   With some few exceptions, most adverbial adjectives can be converted to 
adverbs.  The distinctions also allow for stylistic transformations such as silent movement   move silently, 
versus naval movement  *move navally. 
 
 
 

ADJECTIVES
AJ     

Non-Adverbial
NAV POST PRE

Prefixes

NAVpred NAVnpred
Predicate Non-Predicate

yellow 
exploratory 
hereditary 
deluxe

Atlantic 
bridal 
naval

These may take prep 
governance; if so, see 

Adjective Prep 
Governance Chart

galore 
ablaze  
replete 
alone

mid- 
aero- 
anti- 
non- 
omni- 
semi-

Pure Post-Nominals

 
Fig. 22 -  All Other Adjectives.  The distinctions here preclude converting adjectives to adverbs, 
and allow, for example, the inclusion of adjectives like alone to be seen as part of a simple NP, as 
in syntax alone. 
 
 
 


